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MINERAL RESOURCES OF 

THE LOWER ST. LAWRENCE PLANNING AREA:

Finch, Roxborough, Osnabruck, Cornwall
and 

Charlottenburgh Townships, Ontario.

The five townships of the Lower St. Lawrence Planning Area 

comprise portions of the counties of Stormont and Glengarry, in 

the St. Lawrence Lowland of eastern Ontario. The largest 

population centre is the city of Cornwall, with a population of 

44,700 in 1973. Cornwall is located on the north bank of the 

St. Lawrence river about halfway along the southern boundary of 

the Planning Area.

' The area is covered by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation 

and Communications lot-and-concession maps of the United Counties 

of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, West and East Portions, at 

the scale of one mile to the inch. A composite map of the

~ Planning Area has been assembled from these sheets, upon which is 

presented information on the distribution of bedrock formations, 

bedrock exposures, locations of surficial deposits of sand,

  gravel and clay, and the sites of many pits and quarries 

associated with these features.
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THE GEOLOGICAL SECTION

The following table outlines the sequence of geological 

deposits and formations occurring within the area:

Quaternary:
Pleistocene - gravel, sand, silt, clay, and glacial till

Paleozoic: 
Ordovician
Ottawa Formation

St. Martin Formation 

Rockcliffe Formation 

Oxford Formation

mainly grey limestone, 

limestone, 

grey-green shale, 

limestone and dolostone

BEDROCK GEOLOGY AND ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE

Most of the Lower St. Lawrence Planning area is underlain 

by rock of the Ottawa Formation, which gives way to older rocks 

of the St. Martin Formation only south of a line running roughly 

parallel to the St. Lawrence River between Cornwall Centre and 

Glen Gordon. Over much of this area, the Ottawa Formation is 

composed basically of limestone very suitable for the production 

of crushed stone and portland cement. Potential for development 

is }.imited by overburden thickness throughout most of the area, 

with the maximum feasible depth of stripping being about 25 feet.
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A fair guideline to locations of exploitable bedrock deposits 

on the Ottawa Formation is given by the areas marked as 

'limestone plains 1 on the map, where overburden is thin. The 

Ottawa Formation has also been a source of excellent building 

stone, although none is presently quarried in the area, and 

demand for this commodity is low.

The St. Martin Formation, which stratigraphically underlies 

the Ottawa, is exposed at the bedrock surface in a band 2 to 3 

miles wide, trending parallel to the river about a mile north 

of the north bank. The limestone here is rather thin-bedded 

and impure, not being of exceptional quality. It is for the 

most part masked by relatively thick overburden, making it 

inaccessible to quarrying. It is therefore economically 

unimportant within the Planning Area.

The Rockcliffe Formation, a shale with sandstone lenses, 

occupies the mile-wide belt to the south of the St. Martin, 

bordering the St. Lawrence River from Cornwall eastwards to a 

point about 3 miles east of Summerstown. It is insignificant 

economically because of its lithology, and also because of 

heavy overburden cover and the fact that it underlies the 

Cornwall urban area and the esthetically valuable riverfront 

land along the St. Lawrence.

T
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r̂
 A relatively small area of the dolostone of the Oxford 

Formation underlies the Cornwall Island Indian Reserve and 

the southern part of the Cornwall urban area. The usage of 

these lands precludes any economic development of an extractive 

industry, even though the stone may be of suitable quality.

PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY AND ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE.

Except for limited areas of bedrock outcrop, the Lower 

St. Lawrence Planning Area is masked by a covering of unconsolidated 

deposits mainly of Pleistocene age. The most widespread of these 

f unconsolidated deposits is glacial till, composed of a matrix of

  mixed silt, clay and sand, with pebbles and boulders included.

Till forms a continuous cover over the bedrock surface throughout 

nearly the whole area, and is in turn covered in places by

  younger deposits. The surface till has a sandy silt matrix, and 

is generally too finely grained to be of use in surfacing gravel 

roads. It might possibly be used as low-quality fill, but other 

wise is not economically valuable to the extractive industry. 

In low-lying areas of the till surface, marine clay and

~ silt has been deposited by the Champlain Sea, a salt-water

embayment of the Gulf of St. Lawrence which flooded the low 

lands in this area roughly between 12,000 and 9,000 years ago.

T
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These clayey deposits are generally less that 50 feet thick, 

but may in places reach a thickness in the 100 - foot range. 

These clays may be well suited to usage in brick and particularly 

in tile production, the limiting factor here being the 

availability of an accessible market. By far the largest areas 

of marine clay are found in the township of Finch and 

Charlottenburgh.

Marine sand occupies a considerable area in Roxborough 

township, and a few other limited areas in other localities. 

These are rather fine sands in general, and while they may 

have limited usefulness as fill, they are not considered to have 

important extractive potential.

Ancient shoreline deposits, including marine beaches, bars 

and spits of the Champlain Sea, represent the main granular 

aggregate resource in the Planning Area. The deposits do not 

cover wide areas, being narrow and elongate in form. Their 

thickness is most commonly noted to be about 20 feet, and in 

numerous exposures is considerably greater than this. These 

strands are found in all five townships of the area, but are 

least abundant in Charlottenburgh. Virtually all sand and 

gravel pits in the area are developed in these shoreline 

deposits.
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^ RESOURCE EVALUATION

~~ Finch Township: In Finch Township, several areas of 'limestone 

plain 1 occur, resulting in fairly high potential for production 

of crushed stone and other bedrock products from these areas of 

thin overburden cover. Crushed limestone can, if necessary, 

supplement the production of gravel from beach deposits.

Beach gravel is relatively common in the township, but the 

gravel areas appearing on the enclosed map in Finch and western 

Roxborough townships are interpreted from the Soil Survey map, 

in the absence of detailed Pleistocene geological mapping, and

are considered to be extremely optimistic in the impression of 
f

abundance of material which they convey. Gravel reserves are

likely adequate only to supply local requirements in the near 

future.

Clay deposits in Finch township are quite widespread, as 

indicated on the map. Specific quality data are unavailable. 

^ It might be noted that the peculiar engineering properties of 

the marine clay occurring in the Planning Area dictates 

extreme caution in selecting building sites which are close to 

erosional bluffs cut in the clay, such as those encountered 

along major stream courses. The possibility of slope failure and

T
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~^ resultant landslide activity exists, particularly where sand 

deposits overlie the clay beds.

Roxborough Township: Here again, as in Finch,several areas 

of limestone exposure at the surface yield a moderate-to- 

high potential for quarry development. Presently only one 

quarry, owned by F. Thauvet at location 64, is known to be 

open in the township.

Numerous beach deposits are present in the township, some

  yielding good-quality gravel. Others, for instance the unit

extending south from Warina, are composed mainly of sand. The 

C beach deposits again, as in Finch and the rest of the Planning

  Area, are limited in individual extent, minimizing their 

potential. Reserves are deemed adequate only for local 

requirements.

Marine clay deposits cover relatively small areas in 

northern Roxborough, and are expected to be of minimal depth 

over part of their extent.

Osnabruck Township: In Osnabruck, there are no widespread 

areas of limestone outcrop. Scattered single outcrops occur 

in the northwest corner of the township between North Valley
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f and Grantley, indicating generally thin overburden in this area. v

Potential for quarrying is low to moderate overall.

Beach deposits are less numerous than in Finch or Roxborough, 

and are mainly confined to the northern 2/3 of the township. 

Reserves are considered adequate for local consumption, but 

should be used carefully.

Clay deposits are largely restricted to small areas in the 

southeastern 1/3 of the township, as indicated on the map. Clay 

~~ depth is not known, but probably is rather shallow.

Cornwall Township: Only one limestone plain area extends into 

Cornwall Township, in the northeastern corner. Over most of the 

remainder of the township, overburden cover is thought to be 

relatively heavy, rendering potential for quarry development 

rather low.

The concentration of beach deposits is fairly heavy, 

especially west of highway # 138. Reserves compare favourably

~~ with Finch and Roxborough townships, and are at least adequate 

to supply local requirements in the near future.

Clay deposits cover moderate areas, mainly in the southern

~ portion of the township.

T
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Charlottenburgh Township: The potential for quarry development 

in Charlottenburgh is also considered to be relatively low, with 

only small areas in the northwestern and north central portions 

of the township showing limestone under minimal to no overburden 

cover. The one known quarry in the township, owned by Roads 

Resurfacing Company, is at location 69, and was operational in 

1963, although it is not known to be active presently.

Beach deposits are sparse, with these largely being 

concentrated in the northern half of the township. Gravel reserves 

are considered to be low, with barely adequate material to cope 

with local township requirements.

Moderate-to-large areas of marine clay occur in 

Charlottenburgh, and some of these may be more extensive under 

surrounding sand cover. Depth may be considerable in places.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is assumed that most of the areas underlain by granular 

deposits and by economically accessible limestone deposits will 

fall within zones of agricultural land-use. Considering the

limited volumes represented by the scattered gravel bodies and
t

the limited areas of exploitable limestone deposits, it seems 

advisable to ensure a minimum of impediments to the establishment
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of future extractive developments. Therefore, the option of 

land usage for extractive purposes should be left open in areas 

zoned primarily for agricultural usage.
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APPENDIX 

PITS AND QUARRIES, LOWER ST. LAWRENCE PLANNING AREA

Finch Township

(NOTE: Pit locations in some cases 
may be inaccurate due to limitations 
of information sources).

Pit No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name

Papineau
Charlebois
Unknown
Kearns
Racine
Blair Constr.
Cornwall Sand
6e Gravel.

Location

Lot 20;Con IX 
Lot 20;Con VIII 
Lot 20;Con VII 
Lot 19;Con V 
Lot 21;Con IV 
Lot 24:Con V 
Lot 12:Con I

Material

gravel
gravel
sand
gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel

Roxborough Township

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23..
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.

G. Mulligan
Unknown
Burns
Blair
Watkins
Stewart
Wilkinson
Robertson
Crawford
Stewart
Dibblee
St. John
Unknown
Andre
Murdock
Romborgh
Unknown
Dibblee
Gibson
Menard Sand
6c Gravel
Morrison

Lot 
Lot 
Lot

Lots 31 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lot

Lots 16 
Lot

Lots 20

6; Con IX 
3; Con VIII 
38;Con VI 
-34;Con VI 
15;Con V 
13;Con V 
13;Con V 
15;Con IV 
15;Con IV 
13;Con IV 
12;Con IV 
B;Con V 
B;Con VI 
A;Con VI

sand
sand
gravel
gravel
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
sand
gravel
gravel
gravel 

22;23,Con Illgravel 
18;Con II gravel
 17;Con II gravel 
17;Con II gravel
-21;Con I gravel

Lots 5 - 6;Con II gravel 
Lot l;Con III gravel
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Osnabruck Township

r

Pit No.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.

Name

Chappelle
Sullivan Bros.
Heheir
Blair Constr.
Godard
Middleton
Osnabruck
Township
MacGregor
Unknown
Bozak
Baudette
Ferguson
Unknown
Osnabruck
Township
Pollack

Location

Lot 21;Con IX
Lot 23;Con VIII
Lot 22;Con VIII

Lot 20,21;Con VIII
Lot 18;Con VIII
Lot 20;Con VII

Lot 10;Con VII
Lot 2;Con VIII
Lot 30;Con VI

Lot 36,37;Con IV
Lot 27,28;Con V
Lot 21,22;Con IV

Lot 13;Con V

Lot ll;Con IV
Lot 13;Con III

Material

gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel

gravel
sand
gravel
sand
gravel
gravel
gravel

gravel
gravel

Cornwall Township

44.
45.
46.
47.

, 48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.

Charlo tt enburgh

54.55'.

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Coleman-Munro e
Harris
Harris
Mane ell
Dibblee
Mac Donald
Cornwall Sand
6e Gravel.
Dibblee
Dibblee
Unknown

Township .

0 f Connor
O'connor
MacDonald
Grant
MacMillan
Unknown
MacDonald
Unknown
Kennedy
Unknown

Lot 35;Con VIII
Lot 28;Con IX

Lot 25,26;Con IX
Lot 25,26;Con IX

Lot 20;Con IX
Lot 13;Con IX

Lot ll;Con VIII
Lot 15;Con VIII
Lot 18;Con VII
Lot ll;Con VI

Lot 9;Con IX N. S
Lot 7;Con IX N.S
Lot 4;Con IX N.S

Lot 8; Con VIII N.S
Lot ll;Con VII N.S
Lot 19,20;Con VII N.S

Lot 31;Con I N.S
Lot 32;Con I N.S
Lot 21;Con IV S. S

Lot 5,6; Con I S. S

gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel

gravel
gravel
gravel
gravel

  R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
.R. gravel
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r QUARRIES .

Roxborough Township

64. F. Thauvet Lot 11;Con X

Cornwall Township

66.

67.
68.

Permanent Concrete 
Ltd. Lot 25;Con IV 
Dibblee Constr. Lot 23;Con IV 
Cornwall Gravel Co.Lot 4;Con IV

Charlottenburgh Township

69. Roads Resurfacing 
Co.

limestone

Finch Township

65. Blair Constr. Lot 7,8;Con XII limestone

limestone 
limestone 
limestone

Lot 13;Con X I.L. limestone
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